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[IMPORTANT]
- This is a DLC pack for all that wish to play Tree of Savior which is Free to Play.

- The items included in the DLC product may be changed in the future. If such a change is made, an announcement will be
made at least 21-days beforehand.

- You may only use this DLC product on servers located in the SA region. Please make sure you are purchasing a product
for your region.

- You do not need to have this in order to play the game.
- This product is comprised entirely of in-game content. There will be no separate downloadable contents.

- The next stage of item will be rewarded to you based on how many days you log in. You must log in for 14 days in order to
get all of the items.

- You have 28 days to redeem the items after opening the package. The days will count down even if you do not log in to the
game.

- There will be no way of stopping or restarting the countdown once it has started. We cannot help redeem items past the
initial countdown.

- All items, except for the 'Boss Bear Hat' and 'Dionys Armband', cannot be traded. This includes the items from the
Armor/Weapons selection boxes.

[Contents]
The 'New Rank Booster' DLC is a product that will reward you with new items each day you log in. The rewards include the

following:

Day 1: 1 x Boss Bear Hat (Tradable)

- What do you need when the weather gets a bit chilly? A Boss Bear Hat!

Day 2: 1 x Attribute Points 500 Ticket (Untradable)

- Hit harder with your skills after investing attribute points!

Day 3: 3 x Silver Anvil (Untradable)

- Low on silver? Use these Silver Anvils to gear up!

Day 4: 5 x Enchant Scroll (Untradable)

- Add a little magic to your life with these scrolls!

Day 5: 1 x Enhancement Card Lv1 (Untradable)

- Feel your cards just won't cut it? Use this to buff it up!

Day 6: 1 x Rank 6 Level Up Chest (Untradable)
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- Get a character boost to Rank 6!

Day 7: 1 x Lv 350 Armor Selection Box (Untradable)

- Need some gear in a hurry? Here's some armor just for you!

Day 8: 10 x Enhancement Coupon: 100,000 Silver (Untradable)

- Save silver while enhancing your gear with these Coupons!

Day 9: 5 x Superior Gem Abrasive (Untradable)

- Make sure your gems are all shining before joining the next party!

Day 10: 1 x Attribute Points 1,000 Ticket (Untradable)

- Hit harder with your skills after investing attribute points!

Day 11: 1 x Dionys Armband (Tradable)

- A smiling Dionys armband for everyone!

Day 12: 5 x Enchant Scroll (Untradable)

- Add a little magic to your life with these scrolls!

Day 13: 3 x Golden Anvil (Untradable)

- Have equipment low on potential? Fear not! Here are 3 Golden Anvils just for you!

Day 14: 1 x Lv 350 Weapon Selection Box (Untradable)

- Need some extra firepower for the next dungeon? Get your pick here!

Information on the New Rank Booster DLC product Items:

1. The items included in the DLC product may be changed in the future. If such a change is made, an announcement will be
made at least 21-days beforehand.
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2. You may only use this DLC product on servers located in the SA region. Please make sure you are purchasing a product
for your region.

3. You may only receive the items on one server so please choose carefully.

4. The items will be sent to your in-game message box via GM message that will be accessible after Team creation. You may
choose which character you wish to give the items to from the GM message. There is no limit on how long you can leave the

items in your postbox.

5. The reward counter cannot be paused/restarted once the item is used. Please make sure you wish to receive the rewards
before using DLC product.

6. The next stage of item will be rewarded to you based on how many days you log in. You must log in for 14 days in order to
get all of the items.

7. You have 28 days to redeem the items after opening the package. The days will count down even if you do not log in to
the game. We cannot help redeem items past the initial countdown.

8. All items, except for the 'Boss Bear Hat' and 'Dionys Armband', cannot be traded. This includes the items from the
Armor/Weapons selection boxes.
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Title: TOS - New Rank Booster for SA Servers
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
IMCGAMES Co.,Ltd.
Publisher:
IMCGAMES Co.,Ltd.
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Pentium Core 2

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce 8600

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard, Mouse

English
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Great little JRPG that lets me live out my fantasies of rescuing my imaginary girlfriend. In all seriousness, jrpg gameplay is very
well done. Just because it's RPG Maker doesn't make it bad. RPG Maker is just a game engine, what the developers do with it is
what matters, and as far as this game goes, they've knock it out of the park.. Meh. The difficulty is nice but not balanced out
with the rest of the gameplay. Not my cup of tea.. I just want to select the wrong anwers in this game which is contrary to when
I played the first one.. This game has the distinction of being the first and only game that has made me motion sick through
sound instead of graphics. The main character's primary sound effect is constantly playing in the background, but it's always
biased completely to the left channel. After several straight hours of this, the next time I stood up, my inner ear was apparently
completely scrambled...

In any case, it's a pretty charming puzzler where objects have a very distinct heft and feeling of weight to them. The game
makes heavy use of physics, and many of the puzzles involve things like momentum, weight, reflection, etc. Built-in hint system
ensures that you won't get stuck, at a loss on how to proceed, for long. The puzzles themselves are fairly varied (none are
particularly taxing), and there's a distinct feeling of engagement and connectedness in the way you manipulate your character's
actions and the way he interacts with the world. It's a feeling similar to touch controls, but more naturally suited to an analog
stick.

Estimated time to complete: 3-4 hours (can be speedrun in about an hour). Really cool game so far, especially if you're into
these types of roguelikes. I do wish there were some more class options in the beginning though.. this is a good game its show
lots of detail and hard work put in by uig great work.
if you like farming simulator you should get this to. This game is super fun, if youre thinking about getting it do it!. I havent had
a chance to play this game becuase it basically f%^^ed my computer without even buying it dinner. Now that I know its going to
destroy its cake hole without calling, I will try again, since I know how to fix the problem without crying in my bathtub. Stay
tuned for actual game play info. Just know, it munts your settings so dont cry to your IT ex.. It took me a bit of playing to figure
out was this game was really all about. It's a non-random solitaire games with several goals for each level, and a story that's told
by progressing through Chapters (a Chapter is just a group of 10 levels).

The game starts off with a layout. You need to clear three different layouts to finish a level. You can purchase power-ups at any
time to accomplish this. The power-ups quickly unlock so that you can purchase them, so they are not all available for purchase
at the start. It follows the rules of building up or down on the deck. When the current layout is finished, the next layout appears,
and you can keep building on the deck without drawing a new card, if possible. You are limited by the number of cards in the
deck, though, one of the power-ups allows purchasing more cards.

Now back up a second ... not random? What on earth does that mean? Well, here's the way it seems to work. You start off with
a card that usually has cards on the boards playable on top of it. Not a big deal. However, when you draw a card, there is
approximately a 3 in 4 chance that it has playable cards on the board for it. The 1 of 4 chance is just a wasted card. So, that
makes it easier, right? Well, yes, it does. So where is the challenge?

The challenge comes from meeting the goals (required). For example, "Play 8 cards in a row, no spades." You can use power-
ups, and that helps a lot. The real challenge is getting 3 gold skulls on each level. You need a certain number of points to get
there, and there is a meter in the upper right indicating how many skulls you will get. It comes down to the wire for this.

The game has great art, a decent theme, interesting goals, and a different playing style. Always play for three gold skulls, and
there is lots of fun to be had.
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So i made a 120km/h road for my goods truck and somehow some city car think "We should try this fast lane, mate! LOL
YOLO" even though their fricking car can't go faster than 50km/h. I'm worried that this will slowdown my shipment. I try
everything to stop this motherf###er so they can't enter my fast lane. But it's not working. They even go full "F##k the police"
and proceed to get past my 100km/h road mark. I feel hopeless...

But then i see something in the corner of my game window. There is my 120km/h truck. In front of him there is these a####le
city car. He is slowing down just as i thought. But in the next second, everything change...

HE OVERTAKE THIS MOTHERF###ER FROM THE OTHER LANE!!
HAHAHA!!!! F##K YOU AS####LES!!!! HOW DOES IT FEEL THAT YOUR STUPID 'SPORTS CAR' BEING CUTTED
BY MY 8 WHEELIES TRUCK?!!! GO BACK TO YOUR BORING 50KM/H CITY ROAD AND JUST GO F##K
YOURSELF!!!

Seriously, this game is adicting if you just enjoy some logistic management game genre thingy. And like almost everyone said, it
has a very steep learning curve because of the nature of Simutrans, there is no tutorial.
But if you have played Industry Giants, OOTD, Railroad Tycoon franchise and any other that kind of game, you will love this
game and understand the basic to intermediete feature much faster.. 15 dollars, are you kidding me? As you enter the game, you
are introduced to a beatiful soundtrack. Then you continue and understand they improved on many things. Can someone from
THQ do a proper marketing campaign for this title? It's so sad that this game is not listed among the best modern cRPGs,
because it's simply of high, high quality.. no man sky meets C64
very poor german translation (come on even google translate would done it better than this)
why can't have my space trooper a different color than the opponents
nothing new, game becomes boring after 5 minutes. The price is a little too high for the efford of running the game in a DOS-
Box, but I would buy it again.. Wait a minute, the video trailer actually shows some single player story that it's not in the game,
and no one told me that I could only join games through their discord server... I've been in the game, I roamed around the levels
alone, but I've seen stuff that made me not want to play the game, like getting stuck in every vent, weird, ugly level design and
bad feeling of playability in general.

 If you like the concept of the game, like I do, just lilsten to me; go immediately and get a game called DECEIT, and despite it
becoming free to play recently, it's actually awesome. So thrilling!
It's already so much better than Survhive in the gameplay aspect, lots of players online and you don't need discord to play..
Blackfaun is too early for access. It looks like it will eventually be a decent rogue like. As it stands now, it is overly unclear what
is happening (why am I picking up different colored hearts?, what does a candle do?, etc) and it has some game breaking bugs.
Example: After stage one my weapon dissapears and I get spammed with error messages. This is not a one time occurance. It
happens every time.

I look forward to changing my review when some of the major issues get resolved.. Do not recommend.. Wow, this game - it's
completely awesome! The visuals are very appealing, and the story is both thrilling and touching, I've come to really care for the
characters. Also, there are so many choices to take... I just finished my 3rd playthrough, and each time it's completely different,
and I already see several more paths I'd like to explore, see what would have been if I made a different choice at some point. If
you're considering buying this game, don't consider, just buy it already!. Surprisingly fun and funny. 12/10 Peppa Pigs. another
spam game not worth your cash.
First one with animals was ok, but now it is only spam game with every kind of animals..dogs,cats,insects and stuff.
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